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ASTRAL MAGIC AND INTELLECTUAL CHANGES 
(TWELFTH-FIFTEENTH CENTURIES) 

'ASTROLOGICAL IMAGES' AND THE CONCEPT OF 

'ADDRESSATIVE' MAGIC 

Nicolas Weill-Parot 

It is well known that in the twelfth century major intellectual changes took 
place in Western Europe, when, through the numerous translations of Greek 
and Arabic philosophical and scientific texts, medieval scholars acquired a 
new vision of the world. The 'occult sciences' were entirely renewed in a 
complex and fascinating way, since Arabic texts introduced astrology and 
astral magic.' It was in this context that astrological talismans reached the 
Western world and created the possibility of using astral powers through 
human artifice.' Their presence in texts greatly contributed to the emer- 
gence, in the middle of the thirteenth century, of the notion of the 'astrologi- 
cal image'. This notion, in its own way, is an extraordinary mirror of the 
intellectual changes that were at work during the last centuries of the 
Middle Ages. For the purpose of illustrating this theory, I would like, in this 
contribution, to focus on the problem related to the birth of this notion of 
imago astronomica in connection with texts on images, and to grasp some 
of these conceptual changes through the classification of images. 

The astrological image and the concept of addressative magic 

I have tried elsewhere to demonstrate that originally the term 'astrological 
image' did not refer to a magical practice (a concrete talisman found in 
magical recipes), but to a concept created by the author of the Speculum 

' Pingree, 'The Diffusion',passirn. 
' A 'talisman' can be defined as an artificial item. Its power comes (at least partially) 
from human intervention which has given it an artificial shape; an amulet, on the 
other hand, can be defined as part of a natural item with an inherent natural power. 
For a more or less similar definition, see: Copenhaver, 'Scholastic Philosophy'. For 
previous studies on astrological talismans: Delmas, 'MCdailles astrologiques'; 
Shatzmiller, 'In Search of the Book'; Schwartz, 'La magie astrale'; Burnett, 'Talis- 
manic Magic'. 
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astronomiae, a book written towards the middle of the thirteenth century 
and dealing with the science of the stars, in the wake of the translations 
from Arabic into Latin of astrological and magical works of the twelfth and 
the beginning of the thirteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~  The author of the Speculum 
astronomiae - I shall call him the Magister Speculi (he is sometimes identi- 
fied with Albert the Great) - tries to assert that it is possible for a Christian 
to licitly use a talisman (or image). The astrological image is therefore 
defmed as an 'image' which does not derive its power from demons, but 
solely (solummodo) from the stars4 

The Magister Speculi believes that there is at least one talismanic text 
which fulfils this exclusive condition: the De imaginibus ascribed to Thebit 
(Thabit ibn ~urra) . '  The images described in this work represent the pur- 
pose of the magical operation: for instance, when the image is supposed to 
remove scorpions, it is made in the shape of a scorpion; when it is intended 
to act upon a man, it represents a man; and when the magician wants to in- 
cite two persons to love, he makes the images of two human beings clasped 
in an embrace. The astrological feature does not reside in the shape of these 
images - since they are terrestrial items - but in the conditions under which 
they are made, i.e. under the appropriate constellations. In the Magister 
Speculi's view, the images of Thebit can be called 'astrological', not be- 
cause of their astrological shape, but because of the exclusive source from 
which they derive their power: the astral entities. Assuredly, the notion of 
'astrological images' could be applied later to another kind of images, 
namely the astrological seals described in the De mineralibus by Albert the 
Great, which, in a certain way, might be doubly qualified as 'astrological': 
firstly, from the exclusive source of their power (the constellations them- 
selves), since they are to be made under the appropriate astrological condi- 
tions, and, secondly, from their astrological shapes (they are the seals of the 

' Weill-Parot, Les images astrologiques, where most of the subjects discussed in this 
paper are developed, in particular in chapter 1 (on the Speculum astronomiae); chap- 
ter 4 (on Thomas Aquinas and Albert the Great); chapter 3 (on al-Kind? and William 
of Auvergne); chapter 5 (on Roger Bacon); chapters 10-13 (on early Renaissance 
authors: e.g. Antonio da Montolmo, Giorgio Anselmi, Marsilio Ficino, Jerome 
Torrella). 
Speculum astronomiae, cap. 1 1, p. 246. See Appendix (text 1 ; the quotations in this 

essay are based on the English translation by Bumett, Lippincott, et al.). Following 
the example of Michela Pereira who in her L 'or0 dei Filosofi called the author of the 
pseudo-Lullian Testamentum 'Magister Testamenti', I decided to use the name 'Ma- 
gister Speculi' for the author of the Speculum astronomiae. For new views on the 
authorship of this work, see Roy, 'Richard de Foumival'; Lucentini, 'L'ermetismo 
magico' and Paravicini-Bagliani, Le Speculum Astronomiae. 

Speculum astronomiae, p. 248. The text ascribed to Thibit ibn Qurra has been 
edited by Carmody. 
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~onstellations).~ The important feature, from the Magister Speculi's point of 
view, is implied in the term solummodo: the images have to be purely astro- 
logical, i.e. they have to derive their power only from the stars. Solummodo 
is the decisive element in this new notion of 'astrological image'. 

For the basic concept that enables us to understand the problem of theo- 
ries of magic in general, and of astral magic in particular, I have actually 
tried to coin a neologism and am proposing in French the word destinativite' 
with its adjective destinatif; since 'the addressee' means in French 'le desti- 
nataire'.' I am suggesting in English the word 'addressativity' and the ad- 
jective 'addressative' (hoping it will not be disagreeable to English-speak- 
ing people).8 A magical 'addressative' act can be defined as an act by means 
of which the magician addresses a sign to a separate intelligence (a demon, 
an angel or some other spirit or intelligence) in order to obtain its help to 
perform the magical operation.g This separate intelligence is the addressee 
of the magical ritual or sign; and it is the agent or the partial agent of the 
magical effect. Such an approach seems to me clearer than Brian Copen- 
haver's 'noetic magic' or D. P. Walker's 'demonic magic'.10 The concept of 
'addressative' magic emphasises the relationship itself between the magi- 
cian and the spirit invoked, instead of the origin of the power of the magical 
object or the nature of the addressee (which depends on the position taken 
by the magician, the philosopher or the theologian). From a theological 
point of view, any 'addressativity' occurring outside the divine order and 
framework of the Church was condemned as demoniac: the Christian 
Church had a monopoly on 'addressativity'. The magician could claim that 
he was calling in good angels for help, but from a theological point of view, 
the addressees of his magical operations were always demons. He could 
also claim that by his magical means he was compelling the demons to act; 
from a theological point of view, he did not since he was actually believed 
to be abused by the demons which pretended to obey him in order to lead 
him into sin. In this theological context, therefore, there was no scope, 
neither for theurgy, nor for a magical coercive power over demons. 

Albertus Magnus, De mineralibus, Liber 11, tractatus 111. 
' My neologism should not be confused with the noun destinatifused by some gram- 
marians to refer to a special case denoting a destination. 

I was looking for a new word based on 'addressee'; I thank Jean-Pascal Pouzet for 
suggesting 'addressative' and 'addressativity' and Maaike van der Lugt for the in- 
teresting and helpful discussions we had about other terms. 

It should be underlined that the addressee in question is not the person upon whom 
the magical operation is expected to act, but the superior agent of the operation to 
whom the magical act is addressed. 
' O  Copenhaver, 'Scholastic Philosophy', p. 532; Walker, Spiritual and Demonic 
Magic, p. 75ff. 
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The classzj?cation of the Magister Speculi 

Next to the 'astrological' or licit 'images', the Magister Speculi singles out 
two reprehensible kinds of images (or talismans): the 'abominable' and the 
'detestable' ones." 

The first kind of image, called 'abominable', is defined as requiring 
suffimigations and invocations. The paradigmatic examples are taken from 
Hermetic texts and include: (1) images involving an explicit worship such 
as 'the Images of Toz the Greek and Germath the Babylonian, which have 
stations for the worship of Venus'; and (2) images requiring exorcism by 
pronouncing names of spirits such as 'the Images of Balenuz and Hermes, 
which are exorcised by using the fifty-four names of the angels, who are 
said to be subservient to the images of the Moon in its orbit'. The making of 
these images implies also suffumigations. 

The Magister Speculi gives little information as to the criterion accord- 
ing to which these images are to be called 'abominable'. Firstly, he identi- 
fies those spirits to which the images of Balenuz and Hermes are addressed 
as evil spirits, since these nornina angelorurn are held to be potius nomina 
daemonurn; therefore, the theurgical way of justification is discarded. 
Secondly, he gives a major theological explanation: through suffumigations 
and other rituals, the demons 'are certainly not compelled to act, but when 
God permits it on account of our own sins, they show themselves as if they 
were compelled to act, in order to deceive men'. Consequently, this way of 
making images corresponds to idolatria pessima (the worst kind of idolatry) 
inducing man to 'show that sort of honour to the creature which is due 
solely to the Creator'. 

The second kind of condemned image is called 'somewhat less un- 
suitable', but 'nevertheless detestable'. These images are defined as requir- 
ing the inscription of 'characters which are to be exorcised by certain 
names'. Hence, there are two distinctive features: the inscription of charac- 
ters and the oral exorcism by means of certain names. The paradigmatic 
examples derive from Solomonic texts: the four rings of Solomon, the nine 
candariae and three figures of the spirits, as well as the Almandal and the 
Liber institutionis of Raziel (which deals with the angels of planets)." The 
Magister Speculi condemns the texts on 'detestable' images, because 'it is 
suspected that something lies under the names of the unknown language, 
that might be against the honour of the catholic faith'. The only addressees 

I '  See Appendix, text 1. 
l 2  On the term candariae, see Jan Veenstra's contribution on the Almandal (p. 206, 
note 36) in this volume. 
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who are called forth in the description of the 'detestable' images are the 
angels of planets. The demons are not explicitly mentioned. 

It should be pointed out that David Pingree rightly and clearly identi- 
fied the 'destestable' images as those of Solomonic texts and the 'abomi- 
nable' ones as those of 'Hermetic' texts (as appears ffom the bibliographical 
references given by the Magister Speculi following the definitions of these 
categories). l 3  

Demons? 

It might be suggested that the major difference established by the Magister 
Speculi between these two kinds of magic is a demonological one: 'abomi- 
nable' magic would then be demoniac, 'detestable' magic would not. In the 
'abominable' type of magic the presence of demons is obvious, although it 
might be argued that the Magister Speculi shows some hesitation when he 
says: forte sunt potius nomina daemonum ('perhaps [these names of 
"angels"] are instead the names of demons'). This argument, however, will 
not hold since the Magister Speculi explicitly calls this magic performed 
with 'abominable' images 'idolatry'. What is idolatry? It consists in an act 
of worship addressed to a creature, instead of to the Creator. Since the time 
of Augustine, all Christian authors lcnew that this act implied demoniac 
involvement, since demons were hiding behind the idols. 

Another argument might be that the Magister Speculi believes that, un- 
like the 'abominable' images, the 'detestable' images do not require a de- 
moniac intervention. However, this statement does not appear true either, 
since he defines these two kinds of images (the 'abominable' ones and the 
'detestable' ones) as nichromanticae images, that is images which precisely 
imply an intervention of demons.14 

Are not Solomonic sources as evil as Hermetic sources? 

The second problem lies in the fact that the magical sources on which the 
Magister Speculi bases his classification are somewhat surprising. The 
'Solomonic' sources do not really fit in with his classification, for Solo- 

13 Pingree, 'Learned Magic', p. 43. 
l4 AS Jean-Patrice Boudet has kindly pointed out to me, in manuscript Paris, BnF, 
lat. 7440, fol. 2va, 4va, 6va the text of the Speculum astronomiae contains the terms 
nichromantici, nichromantice, nichromanticas instead of necromantici, necroman- 
tice, necromanticas, as they can be found in Zarnbelli's edition. The term nigroman- 
cia or nichromancia, i.e. a magical practice implying the help of demons, should not 
be systematically confused with necromancia, i.e. divination by invocation of the 
spirits of the dead. Cf. Boudet, 'La gentse', p. 38. 
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monic magic contains as many explicit invocations as Hermetic magic, and 
sometimes even more. Its rituals seem more complex, even nigromantic, for 
reading through them, one notices such distinctive features as circles, 
candles, swords etc., which are similar to what one can find in the western 
nigromantic tradition. Therefore, how can the Magister Speculi's greater in- 
dulgence regarding these Solomonic images be explained? 

This seems all the more surprising since the importance attached to 
astrology represents one of the differences between Hermetic and Solo- 
monic images. The Hermetic texts on images belong to Arabic astral magic; 
and the Magister Speculi is well aware of this, since he notes that the 
magician 'in order to render @s art, WP] credible to some extent, observes 
the twenty-eight mansions of the Moon and the hours of day and night 
along with certain names [given] to these days, hours, and mansions them- 
selves', which is a clear reference to the Hermetic Liber ~ u n e . "  This does 
not mean, of course, that the Solomonic magic of images is deprived of 
astrological elements - the Magister Speculi himself mentions the 'signs 
and planets and their angels' found in the ~ a z i e l ' ~  -, but Hermetic magic is 
definitely more astrological than Solomonic magic. It should be remem- 
bered, finally, that the only text of which the images are defined by the 
Magister Speculi as purely astrological is the De imaginibus ascribed to 

' 

Thhbit ibn Qurra, which belongs to almost the same Arabic (and Sabean) 
tradition as Hermetic astro-talismanic texts. 

One may add that the 'detestable' book De quattuor annulis, extant in 
the Florence manuscript BNC I1 I11 214, and supposedly written by four of 
Solomon's disciples (Fortunatus, Eleazar, Macar(i)us and Toz Grecus), de- 
picts a very complex ritual which particularly prescribes suffumigations - a 
distinctive feature of the so-called 'abominable' type of magic." 

On the other hand, in the book that the Magister Speculi identifies with 
the section on characteres from the Liber solis (incip.: Lustravi plures ima- 
ginum scientias ...), there are neither suffumigations, nor invocations. The 
only reprehensible aspect is the inscription of characteres, which would 
logically have led the Magister Speculi to include this text in the category of 
'detestable' works. Instead, he calls this book 'ab~minable','~ and, indeed, 
it belongs to the Hermetic astro-talismanic tradition - the karacteres are 
those of the planets. 

I s  Speculum astronomiae, p. 241. For the Liber Lune, see Ms. Florence, Biblioteca 
Nazionale Centrale, I1 I11 2 14, fols. 9v- 15. 
l6 For other examples of the use of astrology in Solomonic texts, see the contribution 
on the Almandal by Jan R. Veenstra in this volume (e.g. pp. 198 ff.). 
I' Ms. Florence, BNC I1 111 214, fols. 26v-29v. 

Ibidem, fols. 8v-9v. 
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The relationship with spirits and the origin of texts (a hypothesis based on 
David Pingree 's analysis) 

The question is therefore not yet settled. Why does the Magister Speculi 
consider the Solomonic texts on images as 'somewhat less unsuitable' than 
the Hermetic texts? David Pingree has suggested that the major difference 
between Hermetic and Solomonic magic is to be found in the relationship 
which the magician intends to establish with the spirits he invokes. In 
Solomonic magic, the spirits would be compelled to act, since they would 
be constrained by the magician in the name and the power of God, whereas 
in Hermetic magic, the spirits - astral spirits - would be implored and 
praised by the magician.19 

This distinction is bound up with the different origins of the two 
magical traditions. The implications of David Pingree's statement can be 
best understood by means of some extrapolations. The Hermetic texts, 
translated from Arabic and dealing with images, belong to Arabic astral 
magic and perhaps originate (to some extent) from the Sabeans of Harrgn, 
who were pagans.20 The Harranian magicians are h o w n  for reverendly 
begging the astral spirits to fulfil their personal wishes. From a Christian 
theological point of view this would be an obvious case of idolatry, and 
since every spirit outside the Christian divine order was considered as evil, 
these astral spirits would naturally become evil spirits in the Christian con- 
text, that is to say demons (potius demones as the Magister Speculi writes). 
As a result, those who explicitly worshipped them would be labelled 'abo- 
minable' idolaters. On the other hand, since Solomonic magic was pre- 
viously an essentially Judeo-Christian tradition, the spirits were identified 
as angels or demons. If they were supposed to be angels, then perhaps, in a 
heterodox way, the 'Solomonic-Christian magician' could pretend to con- 
strain them through the power of God; and if they were supposed to be evil 
spirits or demons, then this 'Solomonic-Christian magician' could likewise 
only pretend to summon and compel them to act with the help of God, since 
worship in this case would have been quite unthinkable. Therefore, para- 
doxically, Solomonic magic, which originally could be based on evil spirits, 
would appear to be less 'unsuitable' than Hermetic magic based on astral 

19 Pingree, 'Learned Magic', p. 43. 
*' Concerning this community of pagans living in the Islamic lands until the tenth 
century and perhaps even later, see in particular Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier; Corbin, 
Temple et contemplation; Tardieu, 'Sibiens coraniques'; idem, Les paysages reli- 
ques. Hjwe, Les Sabiens, and Green, The City, esp. pp. 159-160, and chapt. 7, 
criticise the thesis that there actually was a planetary cult among the Sabeans of 
Harrin. On the specific question of the relationship between Arabic astral magic and 
Harrinian magic, see Pingree, 'Some of the Sources', passim. 
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gods. Whatever kind of spirit the 'Solomonic-Christian magician' could 
pretend to invoke, from the orthodox point of view, all these spirits had to 
be considered as evil, since the official Church had a monopoly on addres- 
sativity. Hence, Hermetic magic would lead directly to idolatry, whereas 
Solomonic magic would do the same, but in an indirect way, since the 
magician would be abused by the dem~ns .~ '  

It has not been determined whether the magical texts listed in the Spe- 
culum ashonomiae provide similar data. Undoubtedly, in the 'abominable' 
Liber praestigiorum, for instance, there is a prayer to specific astral spir- 
i t ~ ; ~ ~  while in the 'detestable' Almandal, as it was copied in the Florence 
manuscript, the 'corporeal and uncorporeal demons' (demones corporei et 
incorporei) are supposed to obey the magician.23 Hence one can argue that 
Pingree's criterion perhaps matches reality as far as the actual magical texts 
belonging to the Solomonic and Hermetic traditions are concerned (but, 
surely, a full analysis of these magical texts would be necessary). Yet the 
Magister Speculi himself does not really bring up this distinction (for in- 
stance, concerning the 'abominable' images, he writes that the demons 
'show themselves as [if they were] compelled to act, in order to deceive 
men'). 

Explicit or implicit addressativity: another explanation 

It is therefore necessary to come back to what the Magister Speculi says 
(even if there is not a perfect correspondence with the actual talismanic 
texts). In my opinion, the Magister Speculi identifies two series of practices. 
On the one hand, the 'abominable' practices are obviously of the addres- 
sative type. They include: invocation, which is the paradigmatic addressa- 
tive act; exorcism by demonic names; and suffumigation, which is a ritual 
practice. In connection with this, it should be remembered that the example 
given is a religious and idolatrous act, namely the 'stations for the worship 
of Venus1. The 'abominable' practices are explicitly addressative acts, 
which testify clearly to idolatry. 

On the other hand, the 'detestable' practices are not explicitly addressa- 
tive: some 'characters' are inscribed, and they have 'to be exorcised by cer- 
tain names'. The meaning of both characters and names is not evident. They 

" I thank Jean-Patrice Boudet for the helpfil discussion we had on this problem. 
22 See the excerpts given by Burnett, 'Talismanic Magic'. 
23 Ms. Florence, BNC I1 111 214, fols. 77r-78v. Nevertheless, in the book which is 
called Liber solis by the Magister Speculi (ibidem, fols. 8v-9v), there is no indica- 
tion of the real meaning of the inscription of the karacteres of the planets (i.e. com- 
pelling spirits to act or imploring them to fulfil a wish). 
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are not explicitly identified with those of spirits, or, at least, the invocation 
is not clearly established. The hidden aspect of these practices appears in 
the previously mentioned sentence: this way of making images is forbidden 
because 'it is suspected that something lies under the names of the unknown 
language, that might be against the honour of the catholic faith'. The verb 
latere denotes the implicit way in which this kind of magic is suspected to 
disrupt the catholic order; it is the kind of offence which is undoubtedly 
understood by the Magister Speculi as being also an addressative act, be it 
an undefined and implicit one (since, as was already mentioned, this kind of 
practice is also called 'nigromantic'). 

As I have shown elsewhere, the second occurrence of the expression 
imago astronomica is to be found in two works of Thomas Aquinas: the 
twelfth Quodlibet, dated 1270-1272, and the Secunda secundae of the 
Summa theologiae, a section dated 1271-1272. I have shown that this find- 
ing can give us a terminus ad quem for the Speculum astronomiae, since the 
reference clearly states: imagines quas astronomicas vocant ('images which 
they call astro<logi>cal'). In this section of the Summa theologiae, Thomas 
makes a distinction between an explicit pact and an implicit pact concluded 
with demons: 'astrological images p e  says] are different from nigromantic 
images in that the nigromantic images involve explicit invocations and 
praestigia; hence these images relate to explicit pacts concluded with 
demons, while the other images involve tacit pacts by means of signs con- 
sisting in figures or  character^'.^^ 

Assuredly, the Magister Speculi does not hold the same strong theolog- 
ical views as Thomas Aquinas. He does not refer to any 'pact' concluded 
with demons; but since the criterion of addressativity/non-addressativity is 
the key concept for his distinction between 'astrological' and 'nigromantic' 
images, it can be inferred that the explicit or implicit nature of the addres- 
sative relationship, established also by the magical acts, leads to the distinc- 
tion between 'abominable' and 'detestable' images." 

24 See Appendix, text 2. Aquinas, Summa theologiae, IIa IIae, q. 96, art. 2., ad 2 (ed. 
Leonina): Unde etiam imagirtes quas 'astronomicas' vocant, ex operatione daemo- 
num habent effectum ...; Quodlibet XII, q. 8 ,  art. 2, in: Opera omnia, vol. 2512, p. 
409: et imagines astronornice, in quibus etsi non adsit aliqua expressa invocatio 
daemonum, tamen est ibi quidam tacitus consensus. Concerning the special section 
found in the Contra Gentiles, 111, cap. 105, last paragraph, see note 3. 
25 In his contribution on the Almandal, Jan Veenstra (p. 205) suggests that 'the main 
reason why Albert deals with magical texts in his Speculum is not primarily a matter 
of theological indignation but rather one of scientific imtation over' the abuse of 
astrologyi thereford the Magister Speculi is presumed to criticise the magical texts 
because of their 'bad astrology' - in this connection, his point of view would be 
quite different from that of William of Paris. In my opinion, Veenstra is right in 
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This criterion based on the explicit/implicit nature of the relationship 
can even explain why the Magister Speculi does not specify, in the case of 
'detestable' magic, that demons are involved; whichever type of angels the 
magicians pretend to call on, demons are always the ultimate agents of 
nigromantic operations, even if their invocations are implicit.26 

Astral power: the logical consequence of nonaddressative magic 

However, whether explicit or implicit, addressativity is the key concept for 
medieval theories of magic. It provides the intellectual framework into 
which talismanic magic can be fitted. The alternative is etiology or sernio- 
logy: if a magical act is viewed as a sign addressed to an intelligence, then it 
is condemned as demoniac; if it is viewed as a cause in a naturalistic 
process, then it can be considered as licit. It is here that astral causality 
comes in: in a world governed by astral influence, the only way to conceive 
a naturalistic causality consists in inserting it in an etiological chain that 
originates from the stars. As I have pointed out elsewhere, this is exactly 
what happens in Albert the Great's De minera~ibus.~' 

Accordingly, there are two good reasons to call the licit (or nonaddres- 
sative) image an 'astrological image'. The first one is obvious, since the 
concept was first introduced by the Speculum astronomiae, a work entirely 
devoted to the exploration of the different parts of the science of the stars. 
The second reason lies in the fact that the natural principle likely to explain 
such a phenomenon (a powerful image) in a scientific way could only be an 
astral principle in the new conception of nature based on a series causarum 
(this new conception, as it appeared in the twelfth century, is described in 
the works of Tullio ~ r e ~ o r ~ ) . ' '  

pointing out the fact that the scientific (and therefore astrological) aspect is one of 
the components of the Magister Speculi's approach of the question of the imagines, 
but the normative (and theological) addressative/nonaddressative criterion represents 
the other component. Since William of Paris (or Auvergne) looked at magic per- 
formed with images from an exclusively theological perspective, the idea of 'astro- 
logical image' was unthinkable; on the contrary, the exclusively philosophical view 
taken by al-Kindi in the De radiis could not result in such a notion either. This 
notion could only result from an exact balance between a philosophical-scientific 
curiosity for magic and the strong requirement of the theological framework; and 
this balance was precisely established by the Magister Speculi. 
26 The only remaining problem is that, in his definition of 'detestable' images, the 
Magster Speculi includes (as we have seen) an explicit practice: the 'exorcism by 
certain names', but, as already mentioned, these names do not appear to be clearly 
identified. 
l7 Weill-Parot, 'Causalitt astrale', esp. pp. 220ff. 

Gregory, 'La nouvelle idte'. 
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As we mentioned earlier, the Magister Speculi argues that there is at 
least one talismanic text of which the images can be qualified as purely 
'astrological', that is the De imaginibus ascribed to Thebit, i.e. Thfibit ibn 
Qurra (to which can be added the Opus imaginum of pseudo-Ptolemy). Yet 
these texts actually originate from the same magical and addressative 
frameworks as those condemned by the Magister Speculi. And the Magister 
Speculi laboriously tries to justify the evident remnants of addressative acts 
in the text ascribed to   he bit.'^ 

Thomas Aquinas, Albert the Great and most of the medieval scholars of 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries considered the question of imagines 
within the clear framework built on the key concept of addressativity. 
Therefore, the difference between Thomas Aquinas and Albert the Great 
concerning the problem of the possible existence of a purely 'astrological 
image' does not affect the relevance of the addressative/nonaddressative 
criterion itself. Both agree that all linguistic signs (words, characters and 
other symbolic figures) are addressative acts; but while Aquinas considers 
all artificial figures as signifying objects addressed to an intelligence - 
hence as an addressative form - Albert succeeds in putting a specific kind 
of figure outside the semiotic order by inserting it in a natural and astral 
process. The magician cooperates with the cursus naturae which, under 
different circumstances, and according to the law of the stars, could produce 
by itself this kind of powerful figures. 

Some heterodox points of view concerning addressativity 

The emphasis on addressativity represents the major difference between 
these medieval theories on magic and those which fit into a neoplatonic or, 
rather, neoplatonizing framework. In the De radiis (ninth century, translated 
into Latin at the very beginning of the thirteenth century), al-Kindi states, as 
a philosophical justification for apparent addressative practices, that these 
practices are actually not of the addressative type, since the agent governing 
all events is not a particular intellectual agent (a spirit), but the universal 
and celestial harmony. This argument is exactly the opposite of that used in 
the scholastic-Christian theological approach which is looking for the 
implicit addressativity unavoidably hidden behind all magical practices. Al- 
Kindi argues that, even if the magician thinks he is addressing, through 
magical acts, a sign linked to a superior intelligence, from the higher philo- 
sophical standpoint the efficiency is the result of another process, i.e. the 
whole universal harmony in which all phenomena occur. In this very in- 
clusive framework, even the most explicitly addressative acts, like prayers, 

29 Speculum astronomiae, cap. 16, p. 270. 
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sacrifices, inscriptions of characters or invocations, are considered as part of 
a total efficiency in which the addressative aspect itself appears to be 
meaningless. From this purely philosophical point of view, the question 
whether it is licit turns out to be entirely irrelevant, since the demons are not 
really called upon by the apparently explicit addressative acts.30 Assuredly, 
such an analysis was unacceptable within the Christian scholastic frame- 
work of the middle of the thirteenth century, as is illustrated by the strong 
attack on al-Kindi's book in the Errores philosophomm written by Giles of 
~ o m e . ~ '  Pursuing this approach to its logical conclusion, one might argue 
that even prayers addressed to God might be considered as deprived of their 
addressative aspects - a rather improper assertion implying that the main 
basis of the link between the believer and God would be destroyed! 

The Christian medieval author who further developed this inclusive 
view is Roger Bacon. Yet, when he defends what he calls the 'philosophical 
images', he does keep in mind, as a good Christian, the concern for the 
criterion of licitness. Nevertheless, he admits that some 'characters' can 
have a kind of naturalistic effect, which is unthinkable from the standard 
scholastic point of view.32 

What happened to addressativity in the early Renaissance ? 

The nonaddressative-licit or addressative-illicit framework underwent a 
significant change at the very end of the fourteenth century and at the 
beginning of the Quattrocento. The works of some magicians, like Antonio 
da Montolmo, Giorgio Anselmi or other authors, reflect a kind of sub- 
version of the classification suggested by the Magister Speculi. The notion 
of 'astrological images' is used as a protective word, as a screen which 
hides 'addressative' practices. This entirely subverts the meaning previously 
given to this notion by the Magister Speculi! Therefore the success of the 
classification of the Speculum astronomiae appears to be very ambiguous, 
since the real meaning has been perverted. Ambiguity is indeed the key 
word for talismanic magic in the Renaissance (Paola Zambelli refers to 
'l'ambigua natura della magia'). In the De vita coelitus comparanda written 
by Marsilio Ficino, this ambiguity is brought to a high level of specula- 
t i ~ n . ~ ~  Since the present paper does not aim at developing further this im- 

'O Al-Kindi, De radiis, ed. D'Alvemy and Hudry, pp. 141-149; see also note 3. For 
quite a different analysis, see: Travaglia, Magic. 
" Al-Kindi, De radiis, ed. D'Alvemy and Hudry, p. 139; Giles of Rome, Errores, 
ed. Koch, pp. iv, 52-53. 
'* See Appendix, text 3; Rosier, La parole, pp. 207-23 1 ;  see also note 3. 
'' Walker, Spiritual and Demonic Magic, chapters 1 and 2, esp. pp. 45 ff.; Yates, 
Giordano Bruno, chapt. 4; Zanier, La medicina astrologica; Zambelli, L 'ambigua 
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portant aspect, suffice it to say that magical thought became freer.34 Of the 
two major and quite contradictory trends which gave rise to the notion of 
'astrological image', the Quattrocento emphasised the curiosity for magic, 
and perverted the normative concern. This was a clear misappropriation of 
the notion of 'astrological image', which was itself born from a misappro- 
priation of the real meaning of the magical texts, all of them being 
definitely addressative. Thus, in the early Renaissance, the addressative as- 
pect became more and more ambiguous. In order to exemplify this phenom- 
enon, we will focus on the problem of the classification of imagines. 

In the following, three texts are reproduced dating from the end of the 
fourteenth century and from the fifteenth century which show some of the 
alterations introduced into the Magister Speculi's classification. First, we 
shall examine two classifications of images denoting great similarities, 
which were both devised by two learned magicians: Antonio da Montolmo 
and Giorgio ~ n s e l m i . ~ '  In the De occultis et manifestis, Antonio da Montol- 
mo makes the following statement: 

You will note that there are three kinds of image or ring or hanging object for 
the operation; indeed, the first one is astrological, the second one is magical, 
the third one is both astrological and magical.36 

Antonio's position is very ambiguous, since, on the one hand, he gives 
naturalistic explanations in order to justify the first category of images 
(which are purely 'astrological'); but on the other hand, in the Glosa super 
ymagines duodecim signorum Hermetis, he adds ritual (or addressative) 
practices to a text from which they were probably absent and he states that, 

natura; Weill-Parot, 'PCnombre ficinienne'. 
34 See note 3. 
3S Antonio da Montolmo was a physician and an astrologer of the second half of the 
fourteenth century; he taught at the universities of Bologna (1360, 1387-1392), 
Padua (1393) and Mantua (1394). His two magical treatises are the De occultis et 
maizifestis sive Liber intelligentiarum (Ms. Paris, BnF lat. 7337, 1-9) and the Glosa 
super ymagines duodecim signorum Hermetis (Ms. Paris, BnF lat. 7337, 26a-26b; I 
also found an anonymous version in Ms. Vatican, Vat. lat. 4085, fol. 103r-v). For 
biographical data, see: Thorndike, History of Magic, vol. 3, pp. 602-610; see also: 
De Donato, 'Antonio', pp. 559-560; Caroti, L'astrologia, pp. 194-198. Giorgio 
Anselmi da P m a  (before 1386-1449 or after) was a physician and a philosopher. 
He taught at the University of P m a  and became the private physician of the Este 
family; later he taught at the University of Bologna. His Opus de magia disciplina is 
extant in Ms. Florence, Bibl. Laurenziana Plut. 44 cod. 35, 228 fols. For additional 
biographical data, see: Thorndike, History of Magic, vol. 4, pp. 243-246; Panella, 
'Anselmi', pp. 377-378; Burnett, 'The Scapulimancy'. 
36 See Appendix, text 5. 
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in Padua and in Bologna, he successfully used images implying the help of 
astral spirits. In this case, these astral spirits are cautiously called 'angels', 
but he also gives very precise directions for invoking evil intelligences. 
Moreover, he specifies in the De occultis et manifestis that the third above- 
mentioned process, which combines the astrological and the magical pro- 
cesses, is considered by magicians as being the most potent, since the in- 
telligences are acting under the appropriate c~nstellation;~' and the astral 
intelligences interfering in this case are quite explicitly evil intelligences. 

In the Opus de magia disciplina, Giorgio Anselmi proposes a similar 
classification: 

There are three ways of making images and of converting them into figures. 
The first one indeed is natural, and occurs whenever, for the malung of the 
image, only the current configuration of the sky is taken into account. On the 
contrary, the second way is purely ceremonial and occurs when the craftsman, 
in order to make <the image>, only takes his material when he wants, as well as 
the item or image to be impressed, and performs certain ceremonies with 
prayers, invocations, conjurations and similar practices and, in doing so, 
devotes his attention only to the place [where he accomplishes these opera- 
tions]. The third process combines these two [above-mentioned] ways and 
occurs when the craftsman, while the configuration of the sky is firmly deter- 
mined and appropriate to a determined matter, impresses a figure looking like 
each of these items, and adds ceremonies, fumigations, victims [for sacrifices], 
words and prayers, invokes the present demons and spirits to get their help, and 
makes them appear and, for this purpose, uses their names, seals (impressio- 
nibus) and characters, and finally puts them at the appropriate place; and 
among those who are skilled [in this art] this [third] way is believed to be more 
efficient. 

Thus, just like Antonio da Montolmo, Giorgio Anselmi notes that, in the 
opinion of magicians, the most efficient images are made in association 
with astrology and magical practices. The task pursued by Giorgio Anselmi 
is very different from that accomplished by the Magister Speculi. Working 
as a compiler, he is gathering every type of magical data he can find; he is 
planning to explore the three ways of making images. He is well aware of 

" Ms. Paris, BnF lat. 7337, p. 7 col. A: Tertiuni est opus compositum ex magico et 
astronomico qui magici maxime reputant principale, quia intelligentie tales maxime 
agunr ducta dispositione in passis, ut dicebat Apollonius. Tunc si ex predictis com- 
municatur primo remanet qualitas celestis inclinans ad illud quod querit et quia in- 
telligentie tales citius et facilius cum hac qualitate operantur etiam, quando cum 
aliquo exorcismate constringuntur. 
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the normative frame set up by the Magister Speculi, and he hmself gives 
detailed naturalistic-astrological explanations; but, elsewhere, he shows 
some explicitly addressative seals in a confused mixture or alternation of 
theurgy, nigromancy or ambiguous astral magic. 

Therefore, the classifications of Antonio da Montolmo and Giorgio 
Anselmi, which are very similar, seem somewhat more logical than the 
Magister Speculi's distinction between 'abominable' and 'detestable' 
images; the threefold division is clearly defined through the distinction 
magical/astrological, but the question of 'astrological' images looks very 
ambiguous in the views of these magicians of the Quattrocento. If their 
classifications seem clearer than the classification of the Magister Speculi 
(since there is a more logical definition of the three categories), their mean- 
ing is certainly not. These new classifications display a normative concern, 
but the obvious reference to the Magister Speculi's 'astrological image' is 
subverted in many respects. The magic conceived by Antonio da Montolmo 
and Giorgio Anselmi appears to be an ambiguous mixture of theurgical, 
nigromantical and astral components, since they apply the normative frame 
derived from the Magister Speculi's classification, using it as a protective 
shield, but in a quite hypocritical way. Whereas the Magister Speculi's main 
concern was to separate addressative images from the purely 'astrological' 
ones, these new intellectual magicians are inclined to mix the mere 
astrological-natural forces with a complex addressative magic in order to 
take advantage of their profuse knowledge of magical traditions and per- 
haps to perform their work with the utmost efficiency. Like the authors of 
the twelfth century, their curiosity leads them to a wide range of magical 
interests, but, unlike these predecessors, they are well aware of the norma- 
tive lesson taught by the Magister Speculi, with which they have to deal. 

However, this structurally renewed threefold division also appears in 
the work Jerome Torrella, a circumspect Valencian physician of the end of 
the fifteenth century who had studied in Italy and dedicated his Opus prae- 
clamm de imaginibus astrologicis (1496) to King Fernando el Catolico. Yet 
the way he uses these categories is obviously different:" 

'' See Appendix, text 6. Jerome Torrella was born in 1456 in Valencia. He studied 
in Sienna and in Pisa where he became Doctor of Arts and Medicine in 1476. After 
having served as a physician of queen Joan of Naples (the sister of king Fernando de 
Aragon), he became one of the physicians of king Fernando and of his family, and 
perhaps taught at the University of Valencia. His Opus praeclarum de imaginibus 
astrologicis was completed in 1496 and published probably before 1500 at the press 
of Alfonso de Orta in Valencia. My critical edition of this treatise is about to be 
published. Concerning Jerome Torrella's treatise, see Thorndike, History of Magic, 
vol. 4, pp. 574-585; Perrone Compagni, 'Le imrnagini'; Rotzoll, 'Osservazioni'. See 
also note 3. 
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Therefore, amongst several men, there is a great difference between [on the one 
hand] nigromancy and the magical arts which are to be damned, and [on the 
other hand] the science of the stars which includes natural magic. Indeed, 
nigromancy involves circles, triangles and quadrilaters, its own engravings and 
images; but, the non-natural magic has its own <figuree; and astrology and 
natural magic also have theirs. 

The nigromantic arts only belong to divinations, which are the sole 
<practices> from which they are supposed to derive their efficacy. In these arts, 
it is useless to observe the aspect and influence of the skies. And this is why the 
nigromancer uses certain characters and figures, not as effects produced by the 
skies or by another corporeal nature, but only as signs of the pact he has con- 
cluded with the demon. He also relies on prayers, supplications, suffimiga- 
tions, lights and sacrifices. 

As far as the magical and non-natural images are concerned, they draw 
partly upon nigromancy (in the general meaning of this term) and partly upon 
astrology. Thus, in order to make an image, the magical art which is not natural 
or not purely astrological observes the twenty-eight mansions of the Moon, 
each of which consists of thirteen degrees and twelve minutes, and also ob- 
serves the hours of day and night along with certain names given to these days, 
to these hours and to the mansions themselves, as Albert [the Great] sets out in 
the chapter Particulis electionunz dixi supponi imaginum scientiam non qua- 
rumcumque sed astronomicarum etc., of the book entitled Speculum scientia- 
rum [i.e. Speculum astronomiae, chapter I I]. According to the doctors of the 
above-mentioned art, this image is made under a determined configuration of 
the stars and, while the constellation likely to contribute to the operation 
planned by the magician is observed; and to this sculpted [or engraved] image, 
<the magician> adds some inscribed characters which, as signs, are related to 
an intellectual nature; consequently, the above-mentioned magical art seems to 
be dependent on both nigromancy (in the general meaning of the term) and 
astrology, just as the most learned men have defined optics as being related to 
natural philosophy and geometry. [...I 

Concerning the purely astrological figures, they are made under a 
determined constellation of the orbs, and imply neither the inscription of some 
character related to an intellectual nature, nor any prostration, nor any name 
besides the invocation of Christ the Only Son, nor any suffimigation, word, 
prayer or offering. On the contrary, they eliminate and reject this filth. 

Torrella implicitly establishes a connection between the Magister Speculi's 
classification and Thomas Aquinas's concept o f  the demoniac 'pact'. In  
other respects, there is no reason to bother about the reference to the invo- 
cation of Christ which is mentioned in the third section devoted to 'astro- 
logical figures'. It is not an  act of para-religious magic, but only a sign of 
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Christian allegiance to the Lord which is often used even in the most routine 
actions. Therefore, the threefold division of images devised by Torrella 
appears to be very similar to the classifications conceived by Antonio da 
Montolmo and Giorgio Anselmi, but its meaning is entirely different: 
Torrella is following very closely the principles which had previously led 
the Magister Speculi to create the notion of 'astrological image', whereas 
the Italian magicians are subverting its meaning. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, it may be appropriate, as far as the 'astrological images' are 
concerned, to briefly trace back the evolution of the addressativelnonad- 
dressative criterion, which is the basic concept for their d e f ~ t i o n .  

The twelfth century was the time when astral magic reached Western 
Europe through translations from Arabic texts. Curiosity was the key word; 
scholars were fascinated by science, and especially the occult sciences (e.g. 
Adelard of Bath, who translated the Liber praestigiorum). Yet, a normative 
concern did not yet prevail, because, in the first place, translated talismanic 
texts gave practical information and were, therefore, not focusing on 
theological-normative issues; their full addressativity was obvious and 
accepted. In the second place, the Western scholars who were the first to 
mention the scientia de ymaginibus in their classifications of the sciences 
(in particular, Dominicus Gundissalinus and Daniel of Morley) were clearly 
indebted to al-Farabi and did not provide a definition of such a 'science'. 
Thirdly, some tales, such as the story of the magical rings made by Moses 
for his Ethiopian wife, which is related to Petrus Comestor's Histona 
scholastica, or the story of Virgil building the statue of a fly to protect 
Naples from living flies, which is first found in John of Salisbury's 
Polycraticus, came very close to the idea of what would be an 'astrological 
image' but, on account of their descriptive and literary - i.e. nonscientific - 
target, they did not lead to the notion itself3' 

The thirteenth century was the time when the scholastic order pre- 
vailed. Scholastic rationality, with its exhaustive framework, called for a 
strict classification. There was no room for haziness. The approach of 
Thomas Aquinas to the question of the imagines reflects this very precise 
and rigorous appreciation which is specific of the scholastic spirit: the talis- 
man in its figurative shape unavoidably refers to an intelligence which is 
able to grasp it as a figure, i.e. a separate intelligence - a demon; in other 
words, an artificial figure always means addressativity. The Magister Spe- 
culi, who calls himself a zelator fidei et philosophiae ('a man zelous for 

j9 Concerning this subject, see Weill-Parot, 'Contriving'. 
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faith and philosophy'), fulfils the historical task of matching the curiosity of 
the twelfth-century renaissance with strict obedience to the norm, which is a 
distinctive feature of the scholastic thirteenth century. Such is precisely the 
meaning of the birth of the notion of 'astrological images'. 

It was not my purpose to examine the development of medical science 
in the fourteenth century, in which period the few and significant occurren- 
ces of astrological seals testify to the structural autonomy of scholastic 
medicine, nor how the Plague indirectly contributed to change this structure 
and to pave the way for Renaissance medicine. 

The end of the fourteenth century and the Quattrocento were highly 
paradoxical times. 'Astrological images' enjoyed an unprecedented impor- 
tance, but their meaning was entirely subverted by some new philosophical 
and magical speculations. In a renewed philosophical context (Neoplato- 
nism, Hermeticism etc.), the so-called medieval-scholastic frame concem- 
ing the imagines was thoroughly corrupted, even if it did not disappear 
completely. Even before Marsilio Ficino's theory of magic, some authors, 
like Antonio da Montolrno, Giorgio Anselmi and others, allow us to per- 
ceive certain features of this important change: a liberation of magical dis- 
course, which seems to become bolder and able to interfere in more danger- 
ous fields with the unprecedented assurance of being within its right as a 
philosophical discourse. Marsilio Ficino provides a high level philosophical 
formulation for this ambiguous approach to the renewed notion of 'astrolo- 
gical images' .40 

- - - -  

PO I wish to thank Mrs. Marguerite Parot for her linguistic help in preparing this con- 
tribution. 
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APPENDIX 
Examples of classifications of the imagines 

Text 1: Magister Speculi, Speculum astronomiae, cap. 1 1  (ed. Zambelli), 
pp. 240,246: 
Est enim unus modus abominabilis, qui sufimigationem et invocationem 
exigit, quales sunt Imagines Toz Graeci et Germath Babylonensis, quae ha- 
bent stationes ad cultum Veneris, quales sunt Imagines Balenuz et Herme- 
tis, quae exorcizantur per quinquaginta quatuor nomina angelorum, qui 
subsewire dicuntur imaginibus lunae in circulo eius, et forte sunt potius no- 
mina daemonum, et sculpuntur in eis septem nomina recto ordine pro re 
bona et ordine transverso pro re cuius expectatur repulsio. Sufumigantur 
etiam pro bona re cum ligno aloes, croco et balsamo, et pro mala re cum 
galbano, sandalo rubeo et resina, per quae profecto spiritus non coguntur 
[corr. conguntur], sed quando Dominus pemittit peccatis nostris exigen- 
tibtis ut decipiant homines, exhibent se coactos. Haec est idolatria pessima, 
quae, ut reddat se aliquatenus fide dignam, obsewat viginti octo mansiones 
lunae et horas diei et noctis cum quibusdam nominibus dierum, horarum et 
mansionum ipsarum. A nobis longe sit iste modus: absit enim ut exhibeamus 
creaturae honorem debitum creatori. 

Est alius modus aliquantulum minus incommodus, detestabilis tamen, 
qui fit per inscriptionem characterum per quaedam nomina exorcizan- 
dorum, ut sunt quatuor annuli Salomonis et novem candariae et tres figurae 
spirituum, qui dicuntur principes in quatuor plagis mundi, et Almandal 
Salomonis, et sigillum ad daemoniacos. Amplius septem nornina ex libro 
Muhameth et alia quindecim ex eodem et rursum nomina ex Libro Institu- 
tionis, qui dicitur Razielis, videlicet terrae, maris, aeris atque ignis, vento- 
rum, et mundi cardinum, signorum quoque et planetarum et angelorum eo- 
rum, secundum quod singula in diei et noctis triplicitatibus diversa nomina 
sortiuntur. Hic modzts etiam a nobis longe sit; suspectus enim est, ne saltem 
sub ignotae linguae nominibus aliquod lateat, qz~od sit contra &lei catholi- 
cue honestatem. 

Tertius enim modus est imaginum astronomicarum, qui eliminat istas 
spurcitias, sufumigationes et invocationes non habet, neque exorcizationes 
aut characterum inscriptiones admittit, sed virtutem nanciscitur solummodo 
afigura caelesti. 

Text 2: Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae, IIa IIae, q. 96, art. 2, ad 2: 
Sed in hoc distant astronomicae imagines a nigromanticis, quod in nigro- 
manticisfiunt expressae invocationes et praestigia quaedam, unde pertinent 
ad expressa pacta cum daemonibus inita: sed in aliis imaginibus sunt quae- 
dam tacita pacta per quaedam figura~um seu characterum signa. 
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Text 3: Roger Bacon, Opus tertium (Little, p. 53): 
Et hic est origo omnium philosophicarum ymaginurn, et canninum, et 
caracterum. Et ideo hec scientia distinguit inter veritatem hujusmodi, 
reperiens aliqua secundum philosophie veritatem facta, et alia secundum 
abusum et errorem artis magice. Et revolvit species artis magices, et 
separat eas a veritate philosophie. 

Text 4: Antonio da Montolmo, De occultis et manifestis artium, cap. 4 (Ms. 
Paris, BnF lat. 7337, p. 5, col. B): 
Notabis quod triplex est ymago sive anulus vel breve ad hoc opus quia 

quoddam est astronomicum, quoddam magicum, quoddam astronomicurn et 
magicum simul. 

Text 5: Giorgio Anselrni da Parma, Opus de magia disciplina (Ms. Flor- 
ence, Biblioteca Laurenziana, Plut. 44, cod. 35, fols. 118v-119r): 
Sunt quidem componendarum etjigurandarum imaginum modi tres. Unus 
quidem naturalis, et est quotiens pro imaginis factura, sola caelestis prae- 
sens dispositio recipitur. Alius e contrario pure caerimonialis ; cuius est 
modus cum arh(ex ad compositionem solam accipit materiarn quotiens volet 
et rem velfiguram imprimendam et caerimonias quasdam cum orationibus 
et advocationibus et coniurationibus et huius similibus, ad solum locum in- 
tendens cum his. Tertius est modus hos duos coniungens. Est vero cum 
artifx, stante caeli dispositione certa et apta de articulata certa materia, 
jiguram imprimit ad cuiuscunque rei similitudinem et addit caerimonias, 
fumigia, victimas, verba, orationes, advocat praesentes daemones et spiri- 
tus ut adsistant, et proponit eosdem hic cum eorum nominibus impres- 
sionibus et charakteribus suis, et tandem loco disponit et creditur apud 
doctos modus hic fortior. 

Text 6: Jerome Torrella, Opus praeclarum de imaginibus astrologicis 
(Valentiae, Alfonso de Orta, ca. 1496-1500), 111, c vi r-c vii r (the ortho- 
graphical peculiarities have been carefully copied, except for the diphthong 
E; my critical edition is forthcoming): 
Vnde apud nonnullos viros, multum discrimen multaque dzfferentia inueni- 
tur inter nicromantiam et magicas artes darnnandissimas, et astronomiam, 
in qua continetur rnagica naturalis. Facit enim nicromantia circulos, tri- 
angulos atque quadrangulos, sculpturas et imagines suas. Magica autem 
non naturalis habet suas ; astrologia vero et rnagica naturalis suas. Nicro- 
manticae artes solis diuinationibus pertinent, a quibus solum eficatiam 
habere conceduntur. In quibus etiam nihil atendi oportet de cuelorurn 
aspectu vel influxu. Et ideo sunt caracteres quidam velfigurae, quibus nullo 
mod0 vt effectibus caelorum neque alterius naturae corporalis nicroman- 
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ticus vtitur, sed solum vt signis eius pacti quod cum daemone inuentor 
inhiuit. Etiam vtitur orationibus, supplicationibus, sufimigiis, luminibus et 
sacrificiis. Imagines autem magicae non naturales partem capiunt a nicro- 
mantia, generaliter sumpto vocabulo, partem sumunt ab astrologia. Fingit 
enim imaginem ars magica non naturalis seu non pure astrologica obser- 
uando xn/ I I I  mansiones Lunae, quarum quaelibet tredecim gradus et duo- 
decim minuta continet, obseruando etiam horas diei et noctis cum quibus- 
dam nominibus dierum et horarum et mansionum ipsarum, vt Albertus in- 
quit capitu/lo 'Particulis electionum dixi supponi imaginum scientiam non 
quarumcumque sed astronomicarum etc. ', in libro intitulato Speculum 
Scientiarum [i.e. Speculum astronomiae, cap. 111. Et praefatae artis doc- 
tores dicunt dictam imaginem factam esse in certo stellarum situ inspecta- 
que ea constellatione quae ad opus a mago intentum juuare possit, et cum 
hoc imagini sculptae inscribit caracteres quosdam ad naturam intellec- 
tualem vt signa pertinentes; et per consequens ars magica praefata sub- 
alternata videtur et necromantiae generaliter sumpto vocabulo, et astrolo- 
giae, sicut de perspectiua comparata ad naturalem philosophiam et geo- 
metriam apud doctissimos viros dzfinitum est [ ...I. 

Astronomicae autem figurae pure sunt in certa orbium constellatione 
elaboratae absque inscriptione cuiuscumque caracteris ad intellectualem 
naturam actinentis sine prostratione absque etiam alterius nominis quam 
Christi [corr. quam suis Christi] vnigeniti inuocatione absque suflmigio 
voce, prece et pre<t>io; ymo omnes istas spurcitias eliminant et fugant. 
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